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GT-Command Voice Control Overview 

 

Function Command Voice example Explanation 

Microphone Turn Mic on ”Microphone on” Activate the microphone from the yellow 

wait state to active green state. Now you 

can speak your commands. 

 Turn 

microphone off 

”Microphone off” Pause the microphone when you speak 

with other people or you do not want to 

command. 

Power Turn Power on ”System on” Turn power on on your digital controller 

and the layout. Same as pressing F11. 

 Turn power off ”System off” Turn power off, kind of emergency stop, 

same as pressing F11. F11 toggles 

between power on and power off. 

Driving 

Forward 

Backward 

Stop 

Odin forward 

20  

“Odin forward twenty”, or 

”Odin forward two zero” 

Drive Loco names Odin forward with 

speed 20 steps or km/h 

 Odin backward 

20 

 “Odin reverse twenty”, or 

”Odin reverse two zero, or 

“Odin backward twenty”, og 

“Odin baxkward two zero” 

Drive Loco named Odin backwards with 

speed 20 steps og km/h.  

 36 forward 99 “thirty-six forward ninety-nine”, or 

”thirty-six forward nine nine”, or 

“three six forward ninety-nine”, or 

“three six forward nine nine”.” 

Drive Loco named 36 forward with 99 

steps or 99 km/h. 99 is the max speed 

you can speak directly, from 99 you must 

use plus. 

 1711 frem 8 “Seventeen eleven forward eight”,  

”seventeen one one forward eight” 

“one seven one one forward eight”  

Drive Loco named 1711 forward with 8 

steps or 8 km/h. 

 L1711 tilbage 8 “Lima seventeen eleven forward 

eight” 

Drive Loco named L1711 forward with 8 

steps or km/h. ”L” can be the only front 

letter in numbered names, thus identical 

with the ID.  

 BR84 stop now: 

 

N/A Should be spoken Bravo Romeo eight 

four stop, can only be made “eighty-four 

stop”. 

I stead of 

”Odin” you 

can use any 

Loco name. 

 Forward ”Odin forward” Odin change direktion to forward. On 

some controllers it also drive forward 

slowly. If already forward it runs a bit 

faster.  

 Backward “Odin reverse” or 

”Odin backward” 

Odin change direction to bagwards, on 

some controllers it also drive backwards 

slowly. Of already in backwards 

direction it runs a bit faster. 
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 Speed up ”Odin plus” Odin runs faster 1/14 of max speed 

 Slow down ”Odin minus” Odin runs slower, 1/14 of max speed. 

 Forward slowly ”Odin forward slowly” Odin runs forward slowly, 3 /14 max 

speed 

 Forward middle ”Odin forward middle” Odin runs forward at the middle driving 

step. (7/14 max speed) 

 Forward fast ”Odin forward fast” Odin run forward fast, at the 10/14 of 

max speed.. 

 Stop “Odin Stop” Stop Odin. 

 Stop all Locos “Stop all” Stop all trains, you can change the 

wording in the enclosed  speech library 

book .  

Loco 

functions 

Light (F0) ”Odin light on”, 

”Odin function zero on” 

”Odin Foxtrot zero on” 

Turn on F0 on odin. If F0 is named 

”light”. 

 Engine sound ”Odin steam on” 

”Odin Fúnction one on” 

”Odin Foxtrot one on” 

Turn on F1 on Odin. If ”steam” is used 

as name for F1. 

 Whistle off ”Odin whistle off” 

”Odin Function two off” 

”Odin Foxtrot two off” 

Turn off F2 with name Whistle 

 Shit F3 on/off “Odin reduced” Shifts F3 with name ”Reduced” on/off. 

 

Turnouts Shift no 18 “Tango eighteen”  Shift the direction on turnout no 18. T18 

is the ID in the article table. 

 Set no 18 

straight 

”Tango eighteen straight” 

”Tango one eight straight” 

”Tango one eight green” 

”Tango eighteen green” 

Set T18 in direction straight 

 Set no 18 to 

turn 

”Tango eighteen turn” 

”Tango one eight turn” 

”Tango eighteen red” 

”Tango one eight red” 

Set T18 to turn direction 

 Set point 157 to 

straight 

”Charlie five seven straight” 

”Charlie fifty-seven straight” 

You can only speak up to 99, if you need 

more than 99 turnouts please use “C”, 

”B”, ”D”, ”W” (Charlie, Bravo, Delta,) 

Signaler Shift Signal 42 ”Victor forty-two” 

”Viktor four two” 

Signals uses V as the front in the ID 

fields in the article table. The above 

other letters can also be used.. 

 Turn 

blocksignal 

V14 to green 

“Victor fourteen green” 

“Victorone four green” 

V14 can be a physical signal with digital 

address or aq virtual signal without a 

digital address. 

 Set V42 to red “Victor fourty-two red” 

“Victor four two red” 

Set V42 on red 

Routes Set all turnouts 

and signals in 

one route 7 

“Romeo seven” Set all associated turnaouts and signals in 

route R7. 

Other articles Start the engine 

which runs the 

turntable D30 

”Delta thirty on” Could be the bridge or the decoupling 

device. 

 Stop the engine 

on the turntable 

”Delta thirty off” Stop the engine with ID 30 

    

Automations Start A11  ”Alfa elleven on” Start the automation with ID A11.. The 



automation can start and stop other 

automations. 

 Stop A11 ”Alfa elleven off” Stop execution of A11 

 Start an 

automation 

named ”bridge” 

”Bridge on” Start the automation ”bridge” 

 Stop bridge ”Bridge off” Stop the bridge 

 


